WELCOME TO THE “GRANDE FINALE”
OF THE MONACO OCEAN PROTECTION CHALLENGE 2020

The Grande Finale - On Thursday 9th of July – From 2:30 to 5:20 pm

2:00 pm: Welcome the Jury Members at IUM – Last instructions, details around a coffee
- Brief interviews
2:15 pm: Welcome the guests at IUM – Mentors, partners, and first jury members
⇒ the competing teams to stay tuned during the whole duration… before and after their presentation.
2:25 pm Everybody seated
2:30 pm Opening – Live Stream starts
- Master of Ceremony welcomes guests, jury members, competing teams and audience
- 1 slide presenting the Jury Members, and everyone self-introduction in front of the camera ⇒
⇒ Self introduction, expectations and special encouragements to teams
2:37 pm Short presentation - Category Corporate Challenge – 2 teams
- 1 slide on the Corporate Challenge
- 1 slide with pictures of the 2 competing teams
2:40 pm Team 1: MANTA Team – SKEMA
- 7 min presentation + 1 min video + 12 min Q & A
3:00 pm Team 2: BLUE GROWTH Team -
- 7 min presentation + 1 min video + 12 min Q & A
3:20 pm Short presentation - Category Entrepreneurial Challenge – 4 teams
- 1 slide on the Entrepreneurial Challenge
- 1 slide with pictures of the 4 competing teams
3:23 pm Team 1: Monaco Boats – IUM (Msc IM)
3:43 pm Team 2: I Save Ocean - SKEMA
- 7 min presentation + 1 min video + 12 min Q & A
4:03 pm Team 3: White Water – IUM (BBA)
- 7 min presentation + 1 min video + 12 min Q & A
4:23 pm Team 4: Venustus – IUM (Msc IM)
- 7 min presentation + 1 min video + 12 min Q & A
4:45 pm JURY DELIBERATES
- ✓ Audience vote
- ✓ Pre recorded elevator pitches : 1 min to convince
- ✓ Presentation of the awards – Internship at the Musée, Coaching Entrepreneurship , a cheque by Monaco Impact
- ✓ Thank you to the first jury members, mentors and partners
5:00 Awards Announcement
- Awards Entrepreneurial project – Announced by Monaco Impact
- Awards Corporate project – Announced by the Musée Oceanographique
5:15 A few words by the 2 winning teams on ZOOM
5:20 MC thanks everyone, announce the next dates for the MOPC 2021 at the Museum and close the event